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Reframing Well-Being Through 

Creating a Culture Where Everyone Matters



Mattering is the belief that we are a significant 

part of the world around us, that we are

noticed, affirmed, and needed — right now.
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Mattering

The experience of 

feeling significant to 

those around us.



“Work is about a search 

for daily meaning as 

well as daily bread, for 

recognition as well as 

cash, for astonishment 

rather than torpor; in 

short, for a sort of life 

rather than a Monday 

through Friday sort of 

dying.”



83%
of workers in diverse occupations say 

experiencing meaningfulness in work is a daily 
top priority.

Source: 2018 survey of over 2,285 American professionals, across 26 across numerous 
occupations and nearly all pay levels, BetterUp.com 



MEANINGFULNESS

I feel positive, 
significant, and 

purposeful.
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Sources: Hackman & Oldham, 1976, 1980; May et al., 2004 



GROUP DISCUSSION

1. Share: Describe the moment in your life or work when 

you most believed that you mattered. Who was around? 

What was said? What did it feel like?

2. What commonalities do you notice in your group?





Sources: Flett et al. (2018)
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MOMENTS OF MATTERING…

1. Increase self-worth

2. Increase motivation

3. Increase serotonin, oxytocin, and dopamine

4. Lower depression

5. Lower anxiety

6. Lower stress



THE POWER OF MATTERING

Twice as many residents  

who were tasked with 

“keeping a plant alive” 

were alive after 18 

months than the control 

group.

Sources: Rodin & Langer, 1977



THE POWER OF ANTI-MATTERING



THE POWER OF ANTI-MATTERING

“It really rakes on me and makes me feel 

worthless. Why do I bother?”

“I feel completely pointless, as a person.”

Source: Mercurio (2019), The Lived Experience of Meaningful and Meaningless Work in a Stigmatized Occupation; Photo: Colorado State University



When someone doesn’t 

believe that they matter, it’s 

easy for nothing to matter.



Creating mattering is a 

leadership skill. 







Source: Frank Hurley/Scott Polar Research Institute, New York Times, 2011



1. Make eye contact

2. Ask about, remember, and 

check-in on others’ personal details

3. Ask others for their opinion

4. Notice others’ moods, inquire, 

offer to do something to help

5. Appreciate small, everyday acts



INDIVIDUAL REFLECTION

Make a list of people on your team, employee groups, or 

with whom you work with daily. Who do you need to 

notice more? 

What is one action you’ll take immediately to help them 

feel noticed? 



PRACTICE: AUTHENTIC CHECK-INS

What has your attention right now?

What kind of a day have you had so far?

How would you describe your energy right now?



PRACTICE: AUTHENTIC CHECK-INS





Source: 2018 survey of over 1,200 professionals, Fellowes

40 percent of people feel they are 

undervalued in work.



Real affirmation is showing 

someone how their uniqueness 

makes a difference. 



PRACTICE: IMPACT STORYTELLING



Source: Radiological Society of North America, 2005

PRACTICE: IMPACT STORYTELLING



@ZACHMERCURIO

PURPOSEFUL AFFIRMATION

Don’t just tell people 

“good job,” show 

them the difference 

they make and how 
they make it.



PRACTICE: MEANINGFUL JOB DESIGN



PRACTICE: ASK MEANINGFUL QUESTIONS

What’s your ideal job?

Where do you see 
yourself in 5 years?

What do you want to do 
with your life?

What do you want your life to 
do for others?

What kind of impact do you 
want to have made 5 years from 
now?

What problems do you want 
to solve with your strengths?



1. Know and name others’ unique 

strengths

2. Show others’ how their strengths 

make a difference

3. Show people how what they do

impacts others and what their work 

makes possible

4. Ask more meaningful questions



INDIVIDUAL REFLECTION

Where in your team do you see a need for showing people how 

their uniqueness make a difference? 

What practices could you implement? When?





“…nobody would miss me if I was 

gone” 

“…no one cares about me.”

Sources: Flett et al. (2018)



Source: Carton (2017). “I’m Not Mopping the Floors, I’m Putting a Man on the Moon”: How NASA Leaders Enhanced the 
Meaningfulness of Work by Changing the Meaning of Work.”

PRACTICE: LADDERING



BE AN “ESSENTIAL” THINKER



ACTION!

Think of someone on your team or in your organization (or 

yourself) who may feel disconnected from the big purpose due to 

the nature of their tasks. Use “laddering” to show them that they 

are indispensable. 

Write them an “if it wasn’t for you…” statement. 



1. “If it wasn’t for you…”

2. Tell people how you rely on them; 

notice when they’re gone

3. Show people what they make 

possible

4. Ask others for help
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GROUP DISCUSSION

1. Share: Where did you score the highest (if tied, pick one)? 

What is one deliberate action you will continue doing?

2. Share: Where did you score the lowest? What is one specific 

action you’ll start doing? What barrier might you have to 

overcome?



DO A “MATTERING AUDIT”



There is nothing more powerful than 

a human being who realizes they 

matter. 





Connect with me:

Zach@ZachMercurio.com
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